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Executive Summary

This year we have seen a step-change in
the way in which we use and rely upon
the connected world. We have become
more adept at using communication and
collaboration tools in our personal and
business lives, and the online economy for
retail and services of all kinds has become
more dominant. Home-working is now the
norm, and there is much to suggest that as
normality returns home-working will stay
with us.
Unfortunately, increased reliance on
the connected world, and the services
that it offers, makes any interruption in
service more visible and more costly for
business. Those willing to use DDoS attacks
to further their goals, whatever their
motivation, are aware of this and there
has been an explosion in DDoS activity
around the world.
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Gaming, extortion, geopolitical activity
have all contributed to the growth in DDoS
activity, and, this has occurred as networks
have been running hotter due to restricted
movement around the world.
Ensuring that defenses can identify and
mitigate sophisticated DDoS attacks quickly
is now essential. Cloud based services offer
a valuable layer of defense, but they aren’t
focused enough to deliver the protection we
need on their own. Intelligently automated,
on-premise Arbor Edge Defense (AED) is a
proven solution that delivers the protection
businesses need today.
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Understanding the Threat
It is well known that many attacks are driven by booter and stresser services – businesses with
botnets for hire. Unfortunately, many are willing to use these services for extortion, ideological
or geopolitically motivated attacks, or simply down to something as trivial as gaming disputes.
These services drive evolution within the DDoS threat landscape, with some major shifts in the
last 12-18 months in terms of attack frequency and complexity:
• Attackers are being more innovative, weaponizing new protocols and combining together
attack vectors to increase their chance of success and make mitigation more complex.
• Mainstream attack tools now have the ability to automatically rotate attack vectors – a
capability only previously seen in specific, well-resourced attack campaigns.

During the pandemic we’ve
seen attack frequencies
increase by about 30% across
the world, and attackers have
found new high-value targets
in our VPN end-points.

And, this was before COVID-19. The pandemic has changed the way we use and rely on the
connected world. Now our personal and business communication, in many cases, is happening
virtually – even as we strive to return to normality.
During the pandemic we’ve seen attack frequencies increase by about 30% across the world,
and attackers have found new high-value targets in our VPN end-points. VPNs have never
been a major target for attackers, a relatively small proportion of any businesses staff would
be disrupted by an outage…..not now. In many cases, as we work from home, the back-office
functions that keep businesses in business have to be accessed via VPN, and these payroll,
finance, engineering and other services are critical, and any disruption can be very costly.

Managing the Risk
DDoS is not new, attacks have been around for more than twenty years and most businesses
have some level of defense in place to manage their risk. But, are those defenses fit for purpose
in today’s world?
Cloud based DDoS defense is one element of best-practice, whether offered by a specialist or
an ISP, and provides a valuable shield from DDoS attacks. These defenses, whether alwayson or diversion based, can mitigate attacks of all types, protecting the availability of their
customers. However, there are some risks in relying purely on a cloud service:
• Firstly, most services, even if they are ‘always-on’ are only ‘always monitoring’ , not ‘always
mitigating’. This means there is usually a delay whilst a service detects an attack and moves
to a mitigation stance. This delay can usually be measured in minutes or best case tens-ofseconds, and that can be enough time for our applications, middle-ware, load-balancers etc.,
to be adversely affected causing costly downtime.
• Secondly, many cloud-based services are configured to protect critical customer facing
infrastructure, defending it from attack. As mentioned above, attackers have found new
high-value targets in our VPN end-points, and these are just one example of business
infrastructure that is often outside of cloud DDoS protection.
• Thirdly, cloud-based services often operate using a customized ‘template’ for defended
end-customer services. This template will be tuned to some degree, but will not represent a
complete, up-to-date picture of the traffic, applications and infrastructure being used within
any end-customer environment. This can lead to low-and-slow and more sophisticated
attacks being missed by cloud services, and passed through, causing problems.
• And, last but not least, cleaned traffic from a cloud service has to be returned to the
end-customer. This is often done using tunnel technologies such as GRE. Attackers can, by
various means, identify the end-points used to receive this traffic. If these end-points are
targeted by an attack, then the attacker can impact the end-customer’s ability to receive
cleaned traffic from their DDoS protection service, circumventing their defenses (as their
nothing the cloud service can do about this).
To fully manage DDoS risk an on-prem component is needed. This component must be able
to identify attacks quickly and react just as fast. And, even more importantly, the on-prem
component can’t be a target itself, as many firewalls and IPS that offer rudimentary DDoS
protection often are.
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Complete Coverage
On-premise DDoS defense, using either a physical or virtual instance of Arbor Edge Defense
(AED), provides attack detection and mitigation capabilities that are second-to-none, reacting
instantly and offering a more precise approach to dealing with attacks.
AED is deployed inline, whether active or inactive, and thus has a real-time view of traffic into
and out-of the protected environment. A real-time view drives real-time detection which in turn
delivers instantaneous mitigation – protecting service and application availability.

LEARN MORE
For more information about NETSCOUT
solutions visit:
https://www.netscout.com/

AED also provides deep visibility into the traffic flowing through it, delivering easy to interpret
reports at layer 3/4 and layer 7, and packet capture when needed. This deep visibility allows
AED to be configured to protect a specific environment, so that it is sensitive to low-and-slow
and stealthy application layer attacks. Having a point of control at the network perimeter, that
can integrate with other elements of the security stack, provides a means of surgically filtering
traffic based on the real-time needs of a business, attack analysis etc.. A focused approach.
And, AED sees all traffic running through it, it isn’t limited to specific subnets and end-points
that are configured for use with a cloud service, allowing it to protect customer-facing
infrastructure, VPN end-points and the tunnel end-points used to return traffic from cloud
based DDoS defenses. AED can even identify attacks missed by cloud services, so that these do
not get through – and so that cloud defense providers can be held to account.
AED offers automated DDoS protection based on consistent and pre-configurable behavior.
Unlike other tools that rely on unpredictable “black-box” approaches, AED does exactly
what it is supposed to do – it automatically mitigates DDoS with surgical precision, based on
configuration. When a cloud DDoS mitigation fails to provide 100% protection, the last thing
that NetOPS and SecOPS want to troubleshoot is another appliance with inconsistent behavior,
poor reporting and unpredictable results.
AED integrates with the broadest range of cloud based DDoS protection services, using the
Cloud Signaling protocol, so that layered defenses can work together seamlessly. AED provides
the proven, automated and complete coverage needed when it comes to dealing with threats
at the network perimeter.

Why NETSCOUT?
NETSCOUT®, the owner of Arbor Networks, has been the DDoS market leader for the past 10+
years. Arbor products have been used to successfully defend enterprises, mobile operators
and ISPs all around the world from the DDoS threat.
NETSCOUT believes in intelligent automation, reducing the operational overhead of using
AED whilst accelerating attack response. Intelligent automation provides full visibility of ‘why’
automated decisions were made, as well as the configuration options to change the way
automation functions for best results within a given environment; the benefits of automation,
without loss of control and visibility.
In fact, NETSCOUT is the industry recognized expert in visibility, local and global. NETSCOUT’s
ATLAS system provides visibility into threats across the Internet and is used to drive unique
content into the ATLAS® Intelligence Feed (AIF). AIF is used by AED for IP/DNS/HTTP reputation
information, layer-7 DDoS attack signatures, web-crawler information and IP location data. All
delivered and updated frequently, and helping AED provide the best possible threat coverage.
As well as identifying and mitigating DDoS attacks AED also blocks traffic matching known
Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) delivered in AIF or imported from third parties using STIX/
TAXII. IoCs are matched to traffic inbound, blocking potentially malicious traffic, and outbound,
preventing compromise turn into breach. AED is the first and last line of defense when it comes
to managing threats at the perimeter.
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